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Traffic Campaign  
 
At the beginning and end of each school day students who enter the school site from the Shenley Lane entrance will see 
Mr Berry wearing a day-glo jacket dicing with the traffic to make sure that students are able to cross the road as safely as 
possible. And it really is dicing with the traffic. I know that many of you share my concerns that people drive too fast along 
Shenley Lane, and because of the natural rise and fall of the road many drivers who are not local to the area may not 
even realise that there is a school over the brow of the hill, never mind Mr Berry directing traffic. 
 
What has surprised me even more on further investigation (please remember that I’ve been getting to know the local area 
in the past twelve months) is the fact that as you drive from Northfield down Shenley Lane toward Shenley the speed limit 
is 30mph (with a speed camera to boot), which then changes to 40mph as you draw closer to the school. In many areas 
around schools in Birmingham this is not the speed limit in place. I am sure that you will have seen the ‘twenty is plenty’ 
phrase being used, and my desire would be for us to seek a 20mph speed limit. It would certainly make crossing the dual 
carriage way safer for our students at both ends of the day.  
 
All of the research carried out by road safety awareness groups tells that there is a huge difference in fatalities when you 
compare the impact of a car travelling at 20mph and a car travelling at 30mph. The majority of pedestrian casualties oc-
cur in built up areas: 20 of the 25 child pedestrians and 288 of the 383 adult pedestrians who were killed in 2015, died on 
built-up roads. Pedal cyclists are also vulnerable in built up areas, with almost half of cyclist deaths (48 of 100) and most 
cyclist casualties (17,252 of 18,884) occurring on these roads. The difference that the speed of the car can make on 
these statistics is that there is a fatality risk of 1.5% at 20 mph versus a fatality risk of 8% at 30 mph.  
 
Higher speeds mean that drivers have less time to identify and react to what is happening around them, and it takes long-
er for the vehicle to stop. It removes the driver’s safety margin and turns near misses into crashes. Around two-thirds of 
crashes in which people are killed or injured occur on roads with a speed limit of 30 mph or less. At 30 mph vehicles are 
travelling at 44 feet (about 3 car lengths) each second. One blink and the driver may fail to see the early warning brake 
lights; a short glance away and the movement of a child behind a parked car will be missed; something which can easily 
happen on Shenley Lane in the morning or afternoon. Even in good conditions, the difference in stopping distance be-
tween 30 mph and 35 mph is an extra 21 feet or 6.4 metres, more than 2 car lengths. If an individual drives more than 10 
- 15% above the average speed of the traffic around them, they are much more likely to be involved in an accident. Driv-
ers who speed are more likely to be involved in collisions. They are also more likely to commit other driving violations, 
such as red-light running and driving too close.  
 
So I am very pleased to confirm that we are currently supporting the road safety campaign which has been started by our 
local Councillor: Eddie Freeman.  Mr Freeman is aiming to reduce the speed limit to 30mph only along Bell Hill, Shenley 
Lane and Barnes Hill. He is quite rightly pointing out that the changes in speed limit are confusing for drivers and pedes-
trians alike, and that where we have a high number of pedestrians, traffic and parked cars at specific times of the day 
30mph would be a safer limit than the current 40mph.  
 
I hope that you will join my staff and I in supporting this campaign. We want to see a reduction in the speed limit; realisti-
cally we will not be able to get it reduced to 20mph, even though that would be our preference. A reduction to 30mph will 
make Shenley Lane a safer place for our students to be. Mr Freeman will be at our school gates collecting signatures for 
his petition to the Transportation Department and Ward Engineers from Monday 30 th October onwards. Alternatively we 
have copies of the petition in school and I would welcome you to visit the main reception desk to sign to confirm that you 
would like to see a reduction to the speed limit. 
Thank you for your support 
 
Lucy Monk, Principal 
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Shenley Academy Sports News Twitter Account 

 
 

Shenley Academy are keen to promote their sports news twitter account. This will allow follow-
ers to keep up to date with sports competitions, results and key information regarding the 
school sports teams. It will also include information on the Shenley School Games partnership.  
Log in and follow us: @Shenleysports 
 
 

 

Year 8 football – District Championship 
 

Shenley Academy  11 V   1 Bournville  
 

On an evening when the Autumn evening chill started to bite, Shenley Academy’s footballing bite was 
felt also.  With defensive lessons learned from last week, David Nkuakala was given a starting role at 
centre back and listened to each piece of advice given to him.  Marshalled by the impressive Jacob 
Longley, the defence were rarely threatened throughout the game.  Shenley quickly began to dominate, 
showing good composure on the ball and using angled passes to stretch the Bournville defence, use 
the width of the pitch and create openings.  As the scoreline suggests, lots of the game was played in 
the Bournville half, so it was pleasing to see that Shenley continued to play in a professional manner by 
passing the ball at the right times and releasing the ball to others in space.  Jack Miller and Kyrese 
Campbell continued their impressive development by linking play well and choosing to pass to others in 
better positions, even when they might have taken a shot themselves.  This is how a team becomes 
clinical at key times. 
 
It is worth noting that Harry Keegan and Alfie Fallon both made pleasing debut appearances and will 
now become important members of the squad.  As the game wore on, we were able to trial players in 
different positions, which is good for overall development.  The Shenley team demonstrated a growth 
mindset in relation to this, understanding that this was good for them and the team.  Even as the score 
line grew, Shenley remained respectful.  It was clear that the Bournville team lacked the overall experi-
ence of Shenley, but by remaining focused only on doing their best, the experience will not have been 
overly negative for the Bournville students.  Our students deserve much credit for this. 
 
Keep up the good work. 
 
Team: K Turner, B Sanders, J Longley, N Waife, J Miller, D Lee, K Campbell, J Miller, J Bailey, B Wal-
ters, D Nkuakala, A Fallon, H Keegan 
 
Mr N Vaughan, Mr M Wood 
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Year 9 football – All Birmingham Cup 
 

Shenley Academy  3  V   7 King Soloman     
 
Shenley were the hosts for this All Birmingham Cup fixture which really was a game of two halves. The 
Shenley team were looking to continue their form after a pleasing performance last match. The game 
started at a quick pace and both teams had short periods of possession, but neither side looked to be 
taking any control of the game. Shenley got in to their stride quickest and were starting to find their front 
men with Deacon Dempster Jones again looking like a threat. Shenley we able to create a couple of 
chances through Joe Hall and Harrison Bates looking to move the ball quickly out of the middle of the 
park to wide positions but the shots at goal were not posing many tests for the keeper. Shenley again 
looked strong at the back with Mikah Knight and Charlie Brayshaw covering well to snuff out King Solo-
man chances. Shenley had the first break when Jack Gossage was able to fizz the ball across the box 
to the back post and Morgan Woodthorpe timed his run well to poke the ball in to the net. Unfortunately, 
the lead was not to last long when some scrappy defending led to a King Soloman player finding him-
self in enough space in the box to compose himself and slot the ball past the keeper. This did not unset-
tle Shenley and they continued to look to move the ball away from the middle of the pitch. Shenleys 
second goal came when Lewis Fullilove managed to drift out wide in to some space, he then received 
the ball and used his pace to accelerate past the last defender. He cut in to the box and finished with a 
high level of accuracy in to the far post. Half time 2-1 to Shenley 
 
In the second half King Soloman started to put more pressure on Shenley. In addition to this the wind 
speed had picked up and was in Shenleys face, pinning them in to their own half. Shenley failed to re-
spond to this change in conditions and were trying to play the ball to long and straight, resulting in them 
becoming stuck in their own half. King Soloman took advantage of this and scored a few goals in quick 
concession. This resulted in King Soloman finding themselves 7-2 up. Shenley did not let their heads 
drop despite this and the players started to move closer to the ball resulting in Shenley starting to create 
chances again by using short passing to get in to King Solomans half. Bobby Bate was looking a threat 
on the wing after coming on and was rewarded for this when he was fouled in the box after another 
darting run. Bobby stepped up for the penalty and finished it with purpose to the left of the keeper. Final 
score 7 – 3 to King Soloman. The year 9 boys will be disappointed by the result but should take credit 
from their team spirit and first half performance. 
 
Team: J Hall, J Isufi, M Knight, C Brayshaw, S Boulter, J Gossage, H Bates, M Domingoes, M Woodt-
horpe, L Fullilove, D Demster-Jones, B Bate, J Raine 
 
 
 
Anthony Blakeway 
Curriculum Leader for Physical Education & Assistant School Games Organiser 
Shenley Academy 
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Shenley were the hosts for the primary school year 3 and 4 level 2 School Games football tournament. 
The event was a huge success with 15 local primary school teams competing to be crowned the football 
champions for the Shenley partnership. The winners also won qualification to represent the Shenley 
partnership in the level 3 Birmingham School Games in February. The competition started with group 
stages where 8 teams successfully qualified through to the quarter final knockout stages. After 5 com-
petitive fixtures the two teams that remained in the tournament to face each other in the final were Bell-
field and Our Lady of Fatima. The strongly contested final was hard for the spectator to predict , howev-
er, Bellfield were able to come out as 2 -1 winners which resulted in them winning the tournament.  A big 
well done to Bellfield and we wish them the best of luck in the finals! 
 
A massive thank you should also be given to our fantastic sports leaders who gave up their time after 
school to support the running of the tournament: 
 
Sports Leaders: Charlie Brayshaw, Shea Boulter, Harrison Bates, Alfie Wooldridge, Ben Ridley, 
Alex Hughes, Nikki Lawrence, Paris Picken, Charlotte Lane, Ben White, Deon Haarhoff, Matthew 
Hamilton, Abdullah Dhahir, Ricardo Balla, Jessica Hill, Kaya Johnson. 
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£60 fixed penalty notice issued to Shenley Academy parent 
 
A parent of a year 9 student has received a court fine of £60 due to the persistent unauthorised 
absence of their child.  
 
The law is clear that it is the parents/carers’ responsibility to ensure their child attends school regularly. 
Absence disrupts the education of the individual pupil and the whole class. Children who do not attend 
school regularly: 

 do not achieve well in exams 
 find it difficult to maintain friendships 
 are more likely to become involved in crime 
 miss out on opportunities in further education and the world of work 

 
£60 fixed penalty notice issued to parents of a Shenley Academy pupil 

ATTENDANCE NOTICE  
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Diary Dates 2017  
Autumn Term 1  

 
 
Tuesday 10th October 2017: 

Class of 2017 Academic Awards Evening (Y7&8)        
6pm—6.45pm, (Y9 & 10) 7pm– 7.45pm 
 
Friday 20th October 2017: 
End of Term 3pm  
 
Monday 30th October 2017: 
Students return to school 8.35am  

Week Beg:  
Monday 9th October 2017 

Will Be:  
Week  Two  

On the Academy  Timetable.  
Theme for Assemblies/ Form 

 Is:  
World Mental Health Day 

DEAR  
Period 4 

FREE SCHOOL ELIGIBILTY  
 

If you are a parent or carer, and receive any of the benefits below, then your child is eligible for 
Free School Meals. 

 Income Support 
 Income Based Job seekers Allowance 
 Support under Part VI of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999 
 Child Tax Credit (provided you are not also entitled to Working Tax Credit and  have an 

annual gross household income of no more than £16,190) 
 The Guaranteed Element of State Pension Credit 
 Income Related Employment and Support Allowance 

 Working Tax Credit run on – paid for 4 weeks after you stop qualifying for Working Tax  
      Credit  

If you wish to apply please go to the Shenley Academy Website and follow 
the link on the front page. Once completed the academy will be notified if 
your are eligible   or not.  
 


